Coal Mine Robot Binocular Vision Recognition System Based on Fuzzy Neural Network
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Abstract—In general, coal mine detection robot has characteristics of a poor adaption to uncertain underground environment in the process of rescue. This paper proposed a binocular vision recognition system based on fuzzy neural network. The system in view of general fuzzy neural network, adopt self-organizing learning algorithms, and add fuzzy rules and membership function parameters to obtain an improved fuzzy neural network algorithm, which will reduce errors during the recognition process of coal mine detection robot. The simulation results and actual underground measurements show that the system has a higher accuracy and shorter respond time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since after the accident in coal mine, the collapse of the roadway usually makes the process of disaster rescue work almost impossible, the introduction of visual robot to rescue work can feedback the specific information about the accident site to rescuers at the first time, so as to prevent the occurrence of secondary accidents. It is an urgent must-be-solved issue in the process of study on coal mine rescue robot to make a visual robot travel to the target area successfully in the underground operations after the accident, how to use the machine vision’s identifying ability to obtain position information for roadway obstacle and to make right decisions.

Fuzzy logic, data fusion, neural network and other artificial intelligence technology have a good application in the path planning with unknown environmental information, while the stereo vision technology also can remedy the uncertainty and incompleteness of environmental information collection for traditional sensors. Consequently, artificial intelligence methods based on stereo vision obstacle-avoiding strategies become a research focus in the field of robot path planning. For example, in terms of data fusion and fuzzy logic information technology, Lang et al[1] proposed mobile robot fuzzy path planning method for full coverage of the road. Moreover, Perez et al[2] suggested a path planning method based on fuzzy velocity field. In addition, Zun et al[3,4] proposed a mobile robot path planning and obstacle-avoiding method based on information fusion technology. In terms of neural network applications, Ghatee et al[5] proposed the use of Hopfield neural network optimization method for mobile robot path planning in the distance and security clearance. Furthermore, Zhu et al[6] applied the SOM self-organizing neural network to path planning of multi-task multi-robots. Practically, the foregoing discussion methods would mostly overcome the defects of many traditional planning methods, but there are still shortcomings. Especially, problems are mainly difficult to obtain samples in the self-learning process. In addition, a long time must be used for learning, and the system has a serious problem of hysteresis with poor real-time.

To solve these problems, this paper proposes an underground robot binocular vision obstacle recognition system based on fuzzy neural network, using five fuzzy neural networks, adopting self-organizing learning algorithms, and adding fuzzy rules and membership function to adjust and optimize the membership functions and get the desired output. Furthermore, MATLAB simulation and actual underground measurements show that the fuzzy neural network has a good adaptive capacity for the non-linear mapping, and data processing capability with a good real-time responding performance. Besides, the robot is of a good application effect in the process of moving in the coal mines.

II. STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHMS OF FUZZY NEURAL NETWORK

In this system, the fuzzy neural network is designed a five-layer structure shown in Figure 1, which also illustrated the basic functions of each layer of the network.

![Figure 1. Five layer fuzzy neural network](image)

The first layer also called the input layer. There are a total of five inputs.

In the second layer, the input is fuzzified and the input variable is calculated which belongs to the fuzzy membership degree of each fuzzy set[7]. Among them, the excitation function node is the premise of the membership function of each fuzzy rule of each fuzzy set. The output node of the second layer is:
\[ O_i = \mu_k(x_i) \quad (1) \]

The membership function is:
\[
\mu_k(X_k) = \min \left[ \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\sigma(X_k - v)}}, \frac{1}{1 + e^{\sigma(X_k - v)}} \right] \quad (2)
\]

Where \( \sigma \) represents the membership function center, \( v \) represents membership function width.

In the third layer, accumulation reasoning is achieved. The node output is the product of the input \( \mu \) and the output represents the degree of matching input node samples and rule premise\(^7\). If the premise is the dimension of a feature article consists of \( M \) feature, then the node output is:
\[
O_i^3 = \prod_{j=1}^{M} O_i^2 = \prod_{j=1}^{M} \mu_k \quad (3)
\]

In the fourth layer, implements center anti-fuzzy, specifically, the third layer collection weight \( w_{ij} \) is center of the \( i \)-th value of the output which is connected to the \( j \)-th rule, an output node for the fourth layer is:
\[
O_i^4 = \frac{\sum_j^S w_{ij} O_i^3}{\sum_k^S O_k^3} \quad (4)
\]

While \( S \) is the number of rules to generate the output.

In the fifth layer, completes normalized. If the hybrid model of fuzzy neural network is used to fit or function approximation problems, such as fuzzy control problem, then it is sufficient to more than 4 layers. However, in this system, each of the output values are to be in interval \([0, 1]\), so it is necessary to process Sigmoid conversion for the output of the fourth layer, which it is done by the network’s fifth layer. Of course, since this layer is the normalized layer, it is also possible to use other normalization methods, such as linear normalization methods are possible. So there is no essential difference\(^8\). The fifth layer’s node output is:
\[
O_i^5 = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\eta'}} \quad (5)
\]

In this system, there are 4 outputs totally.

In the foregoing discussion, fuzzy neural network is quite rough for the effect of the target information classification, mainly because the input signal fuzzy neural network is unable to determine the membership function parameters, namely the center and width of the membership functions. In other words, membership function parameters choosing depends usually on the results of previous studies of the experience, which is the estimated value, thus resulting in the relatively rough classification results of fuzzy neural network.

### III IMPROVED FUZZY NEURAL NETWORK

In response to the shortcomings of rough fuzzy neural network, we propose a modified fuzzy neural network system which solves uncertainty difficult of membership function parameter selection in the traditional fuzzy neural network, making the response of neural network system more quickly and the output more accurate.

In order to determine the membership function parameters, the neural network learning methods must be firstly determined. The improved fuzzy network is a five-layer forward network, using the back propagation (BP) algorithm. The mean squared error is chosen as the error function:
\[
E = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{C} (y_i - O_i)^2 \quad (6)
\]

In Equation 7, \( y \) is the desired output, when the class sample is labeled \( i \), \( y_i = 1 \), the remaining \( y_j = 0 \), where \( j \neq i \). The following is the error propagation process step by step.

In the fifth layer:
\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial O_j} = -(y_i - O_j)(1 - O_j) \quad (7)
\]

In the fourth layer:
\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial w_{ij}} = \frac{\partial E}{\partial O_j} \frac{\partial O_j}{\partial w_{ij}} = \frac{\partial E}{\partial O_j} w_{ij} \sum_{k=1}^S O_k^3 - O_j^3 \quad (8)
\]

Suppose \( m \) is a node of the adjustable parameters, the general learning rule is:
\[
\Delta m \propto -\frac{\partial E}{\partial m} \quad (10)
\]

Adjusted formula for fuzzy sets center \( w_{ij} \) of classification rules conclusion is as follows
\[
w_{ij}(t+1) = w_{ij}(t) - \eta \frac{\partial E}{\partial w_{ij}} \quad (11)
\]

In this system, there are 4 outputs totally.
While $\eta$ is the learning rate. In order to obtain learning rules, calculate $\partial E / \partial y$ layer by layer, simultaneously use the center and the width of the membership functions as an adjustment functions.

In the third layer:

$$\frac{\partial E}{\partial O_k^i} = \frac{\partial E}{\partial O_j^i} \frac{\partial O_j^i}{\partial O_k^i} \prod_{l=1}^{k} O_l^j$$

(12)

The second layer:

$$\frac{\partial E}{\partial v} = \frac{\partial E}{\partial O_k^2} \frac{\partial O_k^2}{\partial v}$$

(13)

Adjustment functions of $\nu$ and $\sigma$ are as follows

$$\nu(t+1) = \nu(t) - \eta \frac{\partial E}{\partial v}$$

(14)

$$\sigma(t+1) = \sigma(t) - \eta \frac{\partial E}{\partial \sigma}$$

(15)

Since this modified fuzzy neural network design, the initial network structure and parameters are derived from the fuzzy rule-based system, which is relatively close to the optimal case. Therefore the training rate is faster and generally wouldn’t fall into a local optimum. Of course, in order to improve efficiency, improved BP algorithm can also be used to spread. The improved fuzzy neural network can approximate any continuous function. Because the above fuzzy neural network-based model is a heuristic process, the final result is a near-optimal design, which is a distinctive feature of the intelligent information processing [9].

IV SYSTEM PLATFORM AND THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the binocular vision obstacle recognition system of the coal mine detection robot, we use the existing mobile robot as a carrier, loaded the binocular stereo vision system to built a mine detection robot binocular vision system research platform for experimental study[10]. Hardware experimental platform of the system is shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE II. THE SYSTEM HARDWARE PLATFORM

According to the maximum height which robot can travel across obstacles, there are four conditions for mine obstacles, namely: 1) no obstacles in front; 2) obstacles which robot can travel across in front; 3) there are insurmountable obstacles in front but can be bypassed; 4) there are insurmountable obstacles in front, and robot cannot go forward. Figure 3 shows the four types of obstacles.

For the visual obstacle-avoiding system software design, each fuzzy neural network system has five inputs and four outputs, namely, information on the horizontal width, height and depth of obstacle, roadway width as well as the maximum height for the robot through obstacles.

![Obstacle Types](image1)

FIGURE III. FOUR TYPES OF OBSTACLES

The network output is a four-dimensional vector whose desired output vector are: 1000 represents case a; 0100 indicates case b; 0010 indicates case c; 0001 indicates case d.

In this system, to choose the precise parameter for the fuzzy neural network, the first step is to operate the training in the fuzzy neural network. In order to do that, certain inputs and outputs from the system are needed. According to the actual situation of this paper, extraction three types of obstacles include: the obstacle shape features, the depth of the obstacle information and environmental information. Specifically, the obstacle shape features include the horizontal width, height information and the obstacle depth feature. The obstacle depth information was extracted according to the Binocular Vision system. Environmental information includes roadway width information and the robot through the maximum height of obstacle, wherein the width of roadway tunnel information and the robot through the maximum height of obstacle, wherein the width of roadway tunnel information will be getting to the recognition results of the extraction, and the robot through the maximum height information of obstacles ahead is given.

![Obstacle Images](image2)

Experimental leaning object using 200 different types of obstacle images as training samples, including obstacle roadway pictures without obstacle (50 pictures), can be obstacle crossing roadway (50 pictures), do not cross the roadway but can bypass (50 pictures) and obstacle insurmountable and can not bypass tunnel (50 pictures). In addition, there is a picture of an unknown roadway 50 images as test sample.
Firstly, correct the iteration of the neural network weight. Secondly, after the first round of the sample training finished, sum up the error signal and take the average. Thirdly, if the average error signal is larger than the present threshold value, then take the second round of training. Lastly, repeat the processes until the average error signal is smaller than the threshold value[11,12].

We use 200 unknown examples to conduct the MATLAB simulation. In the process, the absolute values of output which are smaller than 0.2 are considered as 0. The absolute values of output in range of 0.8 to 1 are considered as 1. Table 1 demonstrates part of the simulation results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Number</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Actual Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.997450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.995870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.003189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.003254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.003621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.003215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observed from table 1, simulation result of the mine robot navigation decision making accuracy is 99.28%. Moreover, the square root error of the improved mode of the fuzzy neural network simulation result is 7.2E-4, which proves that the simulation could determine whether there are obstacles in front or not in order to make a right decision.

In terms of responding time and error, fuzzy neural network has relative short response period with high accuracy. It also has good dynamic tracking and nonlinear approaching ability. In the simulation results shown in Figure 4, the improved model of this paper in terms of response time has a very excellent performance than the traditional neural network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Number</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Actual Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.005152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.004133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.003721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.003128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.004862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005821</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE IV. FOUR TYPES OF NEURAL NETWORK SIMULATION

V Conclusions

This paper presents an improved coal mine robot binocular vision recognition system based on fuzzy neural network. We apply the general structure of fuzzy neural network system [9], use self-organizing learning algorithms, and add fuzzy rules and parameter selection methods of membership functions, effectively improving the speed and accuracy of using fuzzy neural network for fuzzy classification of the collected obstacle information by the binocular vision. Simulation results show that the improved fuzzy neural network model has a strong adaptive ability for narrow underground mine environment with better system robustness, to ensure mobile robot’s real-time obstacle-avoiding performance in an uncertain environment. Taking our self-developed coal mine caterpillar track robot as carrier, field test shows that the system has better characteristics of good real-time and high accuracy.
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